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Let (22, h) be a D0L scheme where h is a homomorphism from 2;* to 2;*. (2~, h) 
is said to completely simulate another D0L scheme (A, g) if hf=fg and h" =fr for 
some injective homomorphismf,  some positive integer n, and some homomorphism 
r. The main results of this paper are: (1) Each complete simulation can be decom- 
posed into a series of "primitive" simulations. (2) It is decidable whether or not 
there exists a standard locally catenative scheme which is simulated by a given 
D0L scheme. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Simulation is one of the most fundamental concepts in the study of the 
relationships between any kinds of systems. If we define a system simply as 
a pair (X, h), where X is the state space and h is a mapping from X into 
itself, then the simulation relation between the two systems (X l ,h l )  and 
(Xz, h2) can be defined as follows: (X 2, h2) simulates (X 1 , hi) if there exists 
an injective mapping f from X1 into X 2 such that the following diagram 
commutes. 
X2 ( f X1 
X2 ` I X1 
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This means that when (X 2, h2) simulates (X1, hi) the dynamics of (XI, hi) 
can be wholly represented by the dynamics of (X 2, h2). 
Although the concept itself is not all new, its application to the study of L 
systems is very recent. In particular simulation has been used to characterize 
locally catenative L systems in Kobuchi (1977) and in evaluating the 
strength of cell-cell interactions of DIL schemes in Kobuchi and Seki (1977) 
and Seki and Kobuchi (1980). Simulation, as defined above, has also been 
investigated when the state space is a finitely generated free monoid and the 
mapping is defined by a deterministic generalized sequential machine in 
Kobuchi and Culik II (1980). 
In this paper, we consider a restricted notion of simulation for D0L 
schemes defined by injective homomophisms. In spite of the simplicity of this 
framework, we obtain nontrivial and interesting results. 
After giving necessary definitions and preliminary results in Section 2, we 
show in Section 3 that the simulation under consideration can be decom- 
posed into g series of "primitive" simulations. On the basis of this decom- 
position result, we investigate in some detail the structure of simulation in 
Section 4. In particular, we introduce two equivalence relations on D0L 
schemes and characterize their equivalence classes. We also note that the 
characteristic polynomial of the growth matrix associated with a D0L 
scheme plays an important role in describing these equivalence classes. In 
Section 5, the locally catenative property is discussed within the framework 
of simulation. We define the decision problem to test the local catenation of 
a given D0L scheme, and solve it affirmatively. The decomposition of the 
simulations and the property of the characteristic polynomials are fully 
employed in showing this decidability result. Finally some concluding 
remarks are given in Section 6. 
2. DEFINITIONS AND PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
In what follows we use capital Greek letters to denote alphabets. Let S be 
an alphabet. Then 22* is the set of all finite words over 22 and 
S + = Z* -  {2}, where 2 is the empty word. When we consider a monoid 
homomorphism h: 22* ~A*,  we assume that for every b in A, there exists an 
a in 22 such that h(a) contains the letter b. This means that the range 
alphabet of a homomorphism does not have redundant letters. Let ,,,W(22, A) 
denote the set of all such homomorphisms from 22* to A*, and let ~ j (22 ,  A) 
denote the set of injective homomorphisms in ~"(22, A). By a decomposition 
ofh in ~,~(Z, A) we mean the existence of f in  ~(O,  A) and g in ~(Z ,  O) for 
some alphabet O such that h =fg, where g is applied first, and f last. 
As to the decomposition of homomorphisms, we already have the 
following simplification result. 
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LEMMA 2.1 (Ehrenfeucht and Rozenberg, 1978). Let h be in 
Yi~(Z,A)-d~iinj(27, A). Then h has a decomposition fg such that f is in 
J~inj(O, A), g is in ~(X,  O), for some 0 and I 0 1 < 127 I. 
We now introduce the simple and useful concept of covering which may 
hold between two homomorphisms having the same range alphabet. 
DEFINITION. For h in ~¢'(27, A) and f in J r (O,  A), we say that f covers h, 
denoted by f~ h, i f f (O* )_  h(Z*). 
This concept was utilized for dgsm mappings in Kobuchi and Culik II 
(1980), and the following is in fact the homomorphism version of Lemma 7 
there. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let h be in ~(Z,A)  and f be in J/~(O,A). Then the 
following conditions are equivalent. 
(i) f>  h; 
(ii) h =fg for  some g in ~f(27, O'), where O' c_ O. 
Proof. (i) -~ (ii): For every a in 27, there exists at least one x in O* such 
thatf(x)  = h(a). Define g(a)=x.  ( i i)~ (i): Trivial. | 
In this paper, a DOL scheme defined on an alphabet 27 is identified with a 
homomorphism h in ~U(27, 27) defining the scheme, and we use the terms "a 
D0L scheme (27, h)" and "a homomorphism h in ~,~/~(27, )" interchangeably. 
A DOL system is defined as a D0L scheme (27, h) together with an axiom a, 
usually denoted by (27, h, a). The language ofa DOL system (27, h, o) denoted 
by L(27, h, a) is defined as: 
L(27, h, 6) = {h'(6): i~  0}. 
We now define the notion of simulation of DOL schemes. 
DEFINITION. Simulation of DOL Schemes. Let (2;, h) and (A, g) be two 
D0L schemes. Then h simulates g if there exists an injective homomorphism 
f in ~,~mj(A, %') such that hf----fg; this is denoted by g +-Jg. 
Some of the basic properties of simulation are summarized in the 
following lemma. The domain and the range alphabets of each 
homomorphism are assumed to be given appropriately. 
LEMMA 2.3. 
(1) (a) h*--~l~-'hll; 
(b) h ~Y g iff l i lhct ~" '*~ n-~gn, 
where ¢t and n denote permutations over the appropriate alphabets. 
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(2) (a) h *--:~ g ~:~ k implies h ~:~:~ k; 
(b) h~ih , Jg  i f fh Jg  i f fhJg*--~g, 
where i is the identity mapping over the appropriate alphabet. 
(3) Let n be an arbitrary positive integer. 
(a) h ~f  g implies h" ~ g"; 
(b) h ~-Y g and h is injective implies h ~__h~f g; 
(c) h ~-: g and g is injective implies h ~:g" g. 
By virtue of Lemma 2.3(1), we may disregard the renaming of the 
alphabets in considering simulation. We now consider some examples before 
proceeding further. 
EXAMPLE 2.1. Let S3={0,1 ,2  } and define S~. in c~(~3,z~3) , for 
i=  1, 2, 3, 4 and fj. in ~nj(S3,  S3) for j=  1, 2 as follows: 
Si(0 )=1,  Si(1 )=2 for i=1 ,2 ,3 ,4 ;  
$1(2 ) = 1201, Sz(2 ) = 1021, $3(2 ) = 0120, and $4(2) = 0210. 
f j (0 )=01,  f j (1 )=12 for j=1 ,2 ;  
f1(2) = 21201 and f2(2) = 20120. 
Then we have St W, SE and S 3 ,_/2 $4. 
Although the two simulations given above seem to be very similar, they 
are different in the following sense. Consider a D0L system (~'3,$1,o'), 
where o in S~- is an arbitrarily chosen axiom. In the simulation S 1 ~ya $2 ' 
the system (S3, $1, or) plays a role, that is there is an integer n and an x in 
S3" such that S~(cr) =fl(x).  On the other hand, in the case of S 3 j2  $4 ' there 
exist D0L systems whose underlying scheme equals (Z 3,$3), that have 
nothing to do with the simulation. For example consider (2J3, $3,0). For any 
nonnegative integer n and any string x in S* ,  S~(0) cf2(x). This observation 
motivates us to restrict our notion of simulation to give the central notion of 
this paper. 
DEFINITION. Let (Z, h) and (A, g) be two D0L schemes uch that h ~-:g 
for somef  in ~'~j(A, Z). Then the simulation is said to he complete if for all 
u in S +, there exist an integer n u and an x u in A + such that hn"(u) =f(xu),  
this is denoted by h ~ g. 
In what follows, we focus our attention on complete simulations. First, 
note that Lemma 2.3 is valid even when the simulations are complete. Next, 
note that in a complete simulation the nu's can be taken independent of u as 
follows. Assume h ~-£ g. For any a in 22, let n a be the minimum integer such 
643/49/1-6 
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that h"a(a) =f(xa)  for some xa in A +. Let n = max/n ~ :a in 27}. Then for any 
u in 27+, there exists x u in A + such that h"(u)=f(xu). We call this an n- 
complete simulation and write it as h ~-c  g. Further, it is also easy to see 
that whether or not a given simulation is complete is decidable. For a given 
h~*g, where h is in ~(Z ,  27), g is in d~f(A,A) andf is  in :~mj(A, 27), we only 
have to check that L (Z ,h ,a )~f (A* ) - - / :O  for every a in 27. But this is 
decidable because L(Z, h, a) is a D0L language and hence an E0L language 
and f (A*)  is a regular language; see Rozenberg and Salomaa (1980). Thus 
we have shown 
LEMMA 2.4. (1) Let h ~* g. It is decidable whether or not h ~-~ g. 
(2) h Jc g if and only if h ~-~,_c g for some positive integer n. 
We define still another restricted simulation, which plays an important 
role in the study of complete simulations. Moreover it turns out to be a 
special case of complete simulation. 
DEFINITION. Let (27, h) and (A, g) be D0L schemes uch that h Jg  for 
some f in ~'7~inj(A, 27). The simulation is said to be primitive, denoted by 
h ~-~ g, if h =fr for some r in d~F'(Z ", d). 







2.5. Let h be in ~f(27,27) and g be in :~/~(A,A). Then the 
conditions are equivalent. 
h~g,  
h =fr and g = rffor some f in  J~i,j(A, 27) and r in ~(S ,A) ,  and 
h~:l_cg. 
(1)~(2) .  By definition h=fr  for some r in ~(27,A) and 
fg = hf=frf. We have g = rf  becausefis injective. (2 )~ (3): It is easy to see 
that f r J r f .  Because h has a decomposition fr, we obtain f>h  by 
Lemma 2.2. This means that for any u in 27 + there exists x u in A + such that 
h(u)=f(xu). Thus the simulation is 1-complete. (3 )~(1) :  By 1- 
completeness of.the simulation we have f> h, which is equivalent to h---fr 
for some r in ~l(S,A ' )  where A' ~A (Lemma 2.2). We also have g= r fby  
the same argument as in (1)~ (2). As g is in dT":(A, A), A' must be equal to 
A. II 
We will use primitive simulations as building blocks in constructing 
arbitrary complete simulations. Or, to put it the other way around, we show 
in the next section that every complete simulation can be decomposed into a 
series of primitive simulations. 
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3. DECOMPOSITION OF COMPLETE SIMULATIONS 
This section is mainly devoted to showing the following decomposition 
theorem for complete simulations. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let h be in ~,7,~(S,S), g be in ~,~(A,A), and f be in 
o~i,j(A,S ). I f  h *-J~_cg for an integer n >/1, then there exist X t, h i in 
~(S i ,  Xi), and fi in ~,7~i,j(Zi+ ~ , Zi), for i = 1, 2,..., n such that h 1 ~fl ha +__~2 
h 3 ... ~f"hn, where h=h i, g=h,  andf=f l f2  ...fn. 
Before going into the details of the proof, we need to introduce the notion 
of a cutting of a word. A cutting word x is any sequence of nonempty words 
whose concatenation is x. A word has many cuttings and from two cuttings 
of a word we can obtain another cutting of the same word as follows. 
DEFINITION. Let x 1 ]Xzl ... Ixp, Y~IY2[ "'" lYq be two ways of cutting a 
word over S, that is x i is in S +, i = 1, 2 ..... p, yj is in S +, j = 1, 2,..., q and 
x~x 2 ... xp =Yl Y2 " '"  Yq .  Then 
Cut(XllX2L "'" Ixp, y~ [y2l "" [yq)=X, 
~X 1 
and Cut(2, 2) = 2. 
=Yl  
ICut(x21 ...  Ixp, y'~ly21 ""  lyq) 
if IX l l< ly , [  and y l=Xly~;  
ICut(x21 ...  Ixp, Yzl " '"  l Yq)  
if IXll = lyl l  (i.e., x 1---y~); 
]Cut(x] tx2[  .. .  Ixp, y2l "'" lyq) 
if IXl[ > ly~l and x~=y~x]; 
In order to prove Theorem 3.1, it is sufficient to prove the following 
lemma. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let h be in J/~(27,27), g be in ~(A,A)  and f be in 
~inj(A, X). I f  h ~_c  g for an integer n >/2, then there exist F, k in ~f(F, F), 
f l  in ~-'~inj(F, S), and f2 in ~,~in3(A,1 ~) such that ,,h~'fl(n_ 1)--c k~Yp2g, where 
f =f~f2. 
Proof. First, note that when h ~_c  g, we can write h n =fv for some v in 
~(Z ' ,  A'), A' _~ A becausef~ hL We claim that there exists at least one a in 
2; such that Cut(h~-l(al)lhn-l(a2)l ... Ih~-l(al), f (AI[ f(Az) f ... If(At,)) 
f (AOLf(AE) l . . . I f (Ar) ,  where h(a)=a la2 . . .a  t and v(a)=A1A2. . .A r .  
(The inequality refers to cutting.) Otherwise, we obtain f~h  "-1, which 
contradicts the assumption of n-complete simulation. Now let 
Cut(hn-'(al)[ ... I h"- l(at), f(AOt ... I f (A  r))  = ZI IZz l  ... ]Z r, 
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for every such a in Z' as defined above. Then h"-l(ai) is in {Z1, Z 2 .....  Zl .} + 
for i = 1, 2 ..... l by definition Further we can see that each h(Zs) equalsf(Xj) 
for some X i in A*, for j  = 1 ..... l thanks to the injectivity off. Thus for A in A 
there may be two cuttings of f (A) ,  7(1) Z (1) Z ") and z]E)[z~2)[ ... [Z (2) 
~1 2 " " " q l  - -q2  ' 
where h(ZJ i)) equals f(XJ  ;)) for some Xy' in A*, for i=  1,2 and 1 <<.j<<.q~. 
Again by the injectivity off,  h(Z) equalsf(X) for some X in A*, where Z is 
any component of Cut(Z]l)[Z~l)[ [Z (1) 7(2) 7(2)  (2) L ' I  ~2  [ The above . . . . . .  q, , ]Zq~ ) .  
argument guarantees that there exists a F such that we can decompose f in to  
f l f z ,  where f l  is in ~,W(F,Z) andf2 is in ~i, j(A,F) such that f>hf l  and 
f l  > h"-l .  (Note that {fl(x): x is in F} corresponds to the Z's above.) 
Now let hf l=f r  for some r in ~(F ,A" ) ,  A"c_A and let k=f2r .  Then 
hf~=f~f2r=Lk  and f~kfz=hf l f z=hf=fg=Lfzg .  I f f~ is injective, we 
have h ~-{~-~)-e k ~Zp2g as desired. Whenf l  is not injective we have a decom- 
positionfl =f'lf'2' such that f ]  is injective and f> hf], which will be shown 
separately in Lemma 3.3. Because f ]  >h "-1 a fortiori, we return to the 
previous ituation by letting f'2 =f'~f2. | 
Assume f l  in ~.W(F, ~r) is not injective. Then there exists a minimal length 
word Z in N + such that for two words ala z ... ak, bib 2 ... b t in F* where 
a, 4= bl we have Z =f l (a laz ... ak) =fl(blb2 ... bt). Assume, without loss of 
generality, that f l (b l )=f~(a l )y  for some y in N*. We can define a decom- 
position of f~ using this relation, which is called a decomposition by left- 
cutting, as follows. 
Let O={a' :a  in t-{b1} and f~(a)q:2}U{[y]} and define f'~' in 
~'~(F, O) and f ]  in ~f(O, ~r) by 
f'[(a) = a' when a v~ bl and f l (a) 4: 2, 
f'l'(bl)=a'~[y], where a~=~, if f l(al)=)],,  
f'[(a) = 2 when f l(a) = 2. 
f'~(a') =f l (a)  and f ] ( [y ] )  =y .  
Then it is easy to see that f l  =f]f' l '  and [O] ~ ]F[ and equality holds if 
and only if f l  is 2-free. Now we have Z=f l (a l ) f ' l ( f ' l ' (a2. . .ak) )= 
fl(al)f' l([y]f' l '(b2 ... bt) ) and we can repeat the left-cutting process for f' l  
__  t by setting f~- - f l  above. In the end, we come to the situation that 
f l (b l )  -----fl(al) for some a 1 4: b 1, and finally, we obtain a decomposition off~ 
as f l - - f~f  ~, where f~ is in~(O' ,X )  such that IO'[ <[F  I. I f f~  is not 
injective we can repeat he whole process again until we arrive at an injective 
leftmost component in the decomposition off1. 
Now we are in a position to state Lemma 3.3, which completes the proof 
of Lemma 3.2 which in turn establishes Theorem 3.1. 
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LEMMA 3.3. Let f l  be in ~¢f(F,S), h be in ~f(22, S) and f be in 
~ioj(A, S) such that f>  hfl. Assume f~ is not injective and consider a decom- 
position f~ =f'lf'[ by left-cutting where f'[ is in ~(F ,  O) and f]  is in 
~-~(O, S). Then f>- hf'~. 
Proof. We use the left-cutting process and symbols introduced above. It 
is only necessary to show that for any x in O there exists X in A* such that 
hf'~(x)=f(X). If x is in {a':a in F--{bl} and f l (a) re2}, it holds trivially 
because f'l(x)=f1(2) for some Y in F and f> hfl by assumption. When 
x = [y], we have hf'l([y]) = h(y). By the injectivity o f f  and the relations 
f>hf~, and f~(bl)=f~(al)y we have a unique X in A* such that 
h(y) =f(X). This completes the proof. II 
Given a simulation h ~-~-c g for n ~> 2 we may obtain a decomposition of
the simulation as h ~{'~-c k +@~-cg for appropriate k, f l ,  f2 such that 
f=f l f2 ,  n = n~ + n 2 by Theorem 3.1. But the process cannot be reversed: if
we are given injective f l  and f2 such that f l f2 =f,  we cannot necessarily 
obtain a decomposition of the simulation as above To see this, consider the 
simulation $1 ~Y3'-~ Sz given in Example 2.1. Assume we decompose f l  as 
f ' lf '[, where f] '  is in ,~iinj(273,,~4) and f' l is in ~i , j (Sa,S3) are defined by 
f'[(O) = 0, f ' [ (1 )= 1, and f ] ' (2 )= 23; f ] (0 )= 01 , f ] (1 )= 12 , f ] (2 )= 21, and 
f'1(3) = 201, where X 4 = {0, 1, 2, 3}. Then there fs no k in ~{X4,S4)  such 
that S~ ~zi k holds. 
Nevertheless, we have the following result for a special case. 
LEMMA 3.4. Let h be in 2g~(S,S), g be in ~(A,A) ,  and f be in 
di~inj(A, S) such that h *@g. Assume f =f l f2for  some F , f  l in ~.,,j(I',S), and 
f2 in ~nj(A, F). Then h +--~' k ~2 g for some k in ~( I ' ,  F). 
Proof. By the primitiveness of the given simulation, we have 
h =f r=f l f z r  for some r in ~(Z ,A) .  Let k=fzr f  1. | 
We now define a prime injective homomorphism as follows. 
DEFINITION. An injective homomorphism f in ~)~i,j(A, S) is said to be 
prime injective i f f=f l f2 ,  where fl  in ~i,j(F, S) and f2 in ~i, j(S, F) implies 
f l  orfz is a letter to letter homomorphism. (h in ~#(27,A) is letter to letter if 
for every a in S, h(a) is in A.) 
By virtue of Lemma 3.4 and Theorem 3.1, we have a more basic decom- 
position result as follows. 
THEOREM 3.5. Let h be in JT'~(S, 27), g be in ~(A,A)  and f be in 
~nj(A, S). Then h ~g if and only if there exist S i, h i in ~'~(27 i, 27i), and 
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prime injective fi in d~inj(Zi+i, Zi),for i= 1, 2 ..... m, for some integer m such 
that 
hl +fL_ h2 +_~__ h3 ( . . .  (fm hm 
P P P ' 
where h = h,, g = h m and f =f l f2  "" fm" 
4. THE STRUCTURE OF COMPLETE SIMULATIONS 
First, we consider complete simulations in the class of injective D0L 
schemes. Because the renaming of the elements in an alphabet is immaterial 
for our consideration, we use '~n = {0, 1, 2 ..... (n -  1)} for the alphabet of 
cardinality n >/1 whenever it is convenient. We also use the following 
symbols for various sets of homomorphisms: 
~= U  (Zm,Zm), = U z.), 
n,m>~ l n>~ l 
~inj -- {f  in ~¢~: f is injective }, 
= {f in ~-7~i,j : f i s  prime injective}. 
DEFINITION. Let ~be a relation over ~ NJT~i,j defined as follows: 
For h, g in ~s  0°~in j  " 
h ~g iff there xist f in ~ and h' in ~nj such that h--fh' and 
g= h~. 
Let ~ be the equivalence relation which is the transitive closure of ~ .  
As noted in Lemma 2.5, h ~ g in the above definition is equivalent o 
h ~-~ g for some f in ~p.  Further, if h ~ g, then there exists a sequence 
gl, g2 . . . . .  gk in ~ A ~, j  such that g = gl ~ g2 ~ " ' "  ~ gk = h. To see this, 
let h =f~f2 ""fk,  where fi is in ~o and f ,  =fas  in the definition. Then let 
gi =f,'+lf~+2 " " fk f ,  f2 "" f i  for i=  1, 2 ..... k -- 1. Thus the transitive closure 
of ~ gives an equivalence relation. 
By Theorem 3.5 and the above argument, we have: 
THEOREM 4.1. For any h, g in J i~ in  j, the following conditions are 
equivalent. 
(1) h ~g;  
(2) h ~ g for some f; 
(3) g ~ ~' h for some f ' .  
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Now we turn our attention to the set of injective D0L schemes which a 
given D0L scheme can completely simulate. For any h in ~s ,  let ~ , j (h )  
denote the set of injective D0L schemes that h completely simulates, that is 
~inj(h) = { g is in J~s N~'~inj : h ~-~ g for some f in ~. j} .  If h is injective, 
~i.j(h) is an equivalence class of ~ containing h as shown in Theorem 4.1. 
We give some examples in which ~i.j(h) can be enumerated. 
EXAMPLE 4.1. All the homomorphisms considered in this example are 
from "~3 ~ {0, 1, 2} to 22 + such that 0 and 1 map to 0 and l, respectively. 
For 2 in 223, we have 
ft(2) = i2, i is in {0, 1}; 
hA2 ) = x~2, xj = 0k-JlO j - ' ,  
k is a given positive integer and j is in {1, 2 ..... k}; 
gl(2) = 20t2, l = 0, l, 2,...; 
rm(2 ) = 020"2, m = 0, 1, 2 ..... 
It is easy to see that the following relations hold. 
fl 
(a) ~ h 1 fo) h2 fo, h3 f~o ... ~ hk[ 
!% Yo~ 
fo -~  A "" rm ~--- rm+ l(b) r o ~ r 1 ~ r 2 • 
go gl g2 gm gm+l 
All these simulation relations are primitive, and the f~'s and gt's are prime 
injective. Further, the diagrams (a) and (b) show all the possible complete 
simulations (up to isomorphism) involving the hSs and rm'S, respectively. 
LEMMA 4.2. (1) For any positive integer k, there is an h in ~s such 
that [~i,j(h)l = k. (The number of nonisomorphic DOL schemes.) 
(2) There is an h in ~s  such that l~i.j(h)[ = ~.  
(3) For any h in ~s ,  [d~inj(h)[ >0. 
Proof. (1), (2): See Examples 4.1(a) and (b) above. (3): I fh  is injective, 
we have h is in ~i,j(h) and the proof is completed. Assume h is not injective 
and h is in ~(Zn ,S , ) .  By Lemma 2.1, we have a decomposition of h as 
h =f r  such that f is in ~i~j(Zm, 22,), r is in ~(22,,  22m) where m < n. As 
h ~ rf, the proof is completed if rfis injective. If not, repeat he argument by 
letting h = rf. The argument must terminate because the cardinality of the 
alphabet of h strictly decreases at each step. II 
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Next, we show that even if h is not injective, ~nj(h)  is an equivalence 
class of ~. 
LEMMA 
Ji~inj, for i 
Proof. 
h ~---fnna,gl_c ga 
implies f l  
integer m, 
4.3. Let h ~{~ gi, where h is in Ji~, gt is in ~,~s ~Ji~nj and f,. is in 
= 1,2. Then ~. j (g l )  = ~L~,/g2). 
Let h ~ gl for an integer n. Because gl is injective, we have 
for an n'~< n + 1. (See Lemma 2.3(3(c)) and note that f l  ~ h" 
g~h"+l . )  In other words h~{~_,ga implies for any positive 
hn+m =f l  g'~Y for some ~. 
Assume h ~Yn~_c gl and h ~_~ g2 for some m. Thenf  2 > h m ~ hmfl =f~ g~. 
(Also see Lemma 2.3(3(a)).) Let f l  g~ =f2f3 for some f3 in ~g~i.j. Then we 
can show that g2 *-~3gl. First, we have fz g2f3 = hf2f3 --- hfl gT =f l  gTgl = 
fzf3 g~. By the injectivity of fz, we obtain gzf3 =f3 g~. Next, we have 
f2 g~+m= hn+mf2 =fl  g"~rf2 =f2f3rf2 where h"+m =f l  g'~r for some r. Again 
n+m [" rf. by injectivity of f2 we obtain g2 =v3a2, which means g2~--f3gl is 
complete. II 
As a corollary to Lemma 4.3, we have 
LEMMA 4.4. Let h ~g for h, g in ~s  and f in ~i. j .  Then 
=  oj(g). 
Proof. We first show ~'~i.j(h)=~L~i.j(g ) when g is in C~inj. 
~.~,j(h)DJi~inj(g ) holds trivially. Let g' be in ~. j (h) ,  that is let h~'g '  for 
some f '  in ~. j  and g' in ~r~Ao~i,j. By Lemma4.3, we have 
~in j (g)=~i . j (g ' ) ,  which means g' is in ~i, j (g).  So we have shown 
~inj(h) ~ ~n j  (g) • 
When g is not injective, let gl be in ~nj(g)" (There is at least one such gl 
by Lemma 4.2(3).) By the above argument ~7~inj(g)=~e'~i~j(gl)=~,j(h ) 
because h ~--~j' gl for some f " .  II 
We now define another equivalence relation over ~ whch is in fact an 
extension of m over ~ ~n j .  
DEFINITION. Let ~ be a relation over ~s  defined as follows: 
For h, g in ~'~ss, 
h~g iff there exist an integer n, ho, h I ..... h n in J/~s, and 
f l , f2  ..... fn in J/~inj such that h 0 = h, h, =g,  and h i~ ~ hi+ 1 or 
hi <-fcJ hi+l holds for i = 0, 1, 2,..., n -  1. 
It is easy to see that the relation ~ is an equivalence relation and that -~ 
coincides with ~ if we restrict ourselves to ~ ~ ~n j .  
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THEOREM 4.5. For any h, g in ~s,  the following conditions 
equivalent. 
(1) h~g;  
(2) ~nj(h)  = ~'~inj(g); 
(3) h~£k--+£'gfor some k in ~ i , j .  
are 
Proof. (1 )~ (2): Clear by Lemma 4.4. 
(2)-+ (3): Because ~in j (h)4 :0  by Lemma 4,2(3), there is some k in 
= 
(3)--, (1): By definition. | 
In concluding this section, we mention a nice property every element in an 
equivalent class of ~/~ has in common. It is concerned with the charac- 
teristic polynomial of the growth matrix associated with a D0L scheme. 
Let h be in ,~(Sn,  S,). We define the growth matrix M h of h as usual. 
That is, M h= (mij) is an n × n matrix such that mi j=the number of 
( j -1 ) ' s  in h( i -1 ) .  The characteristic polynomial of M h (or of h, for 
brevity) is denoted by ~vh(x ) and equals [Ixl, --Mhl l, where I n is the n × n 
unit matrix and IIAtl denotes the determinant of A. Note that the growth 
matrix may be defined for any homomorphism f in  ~,~(Nm, S~) analogously. 
Thus M I is an m × n matrix. Let f in  ~(Sm,  Sn) and r in ~(Sn ,  Su) be two 
homomorphisms, then Mrf  = My M r. 
From the theory of linear algebra, we have 
LEMMA 4.6 (Jacobson (1953)). Let A be an m × n matrix and B an 
n × m matrix with elements in a jTeM. Then if n >~ m, the characteristic 
polynomial of BA is x n m times the characteristic polynomial of AB. 
Now the following is a direct consequence of this result. 
LEMMA 4.7. Let h~¢g for h in ~/~(S,,Sn) , g in ~(~'m,,~V'm), and f in  
~inj(~V'm,,~V'n). Then if n >~ m, ~t h = x" mqj,, and if m > n, ~lg = xm-n~Jh.  
Proof. By Lemma 2.5, h =fr  and g = rf for  r in dW(L',, Z~m). Hence Mj is 
an m × n matrix and M r an n X m matrix with nonnegative integers as 
elements. Note that M h = MrM I and Me = MIM r. II 
Thus we have 
THEOREM 4.8. Let h be in ~f(Xn, Sn) and g in ,~(Xm, Sin). I fh  "~ g and 
n >~ m, then q/h = xn-'%/g. 
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5. THE COMPLETE S-LOCALLY CATENATIVE PROPERTY FOR D0L SCHEMES 
The locally catenative property was originally defined for D0L systems as 
follows. 
DEFINITION (Rozenberg and Lindenmayer (1973)). Let G = (2;, h, w0) be 
a D0L system where h is in ~'~(27, 27) and w 0 is in 27*. Let wn = h"(wo) for 
n = 1, 2 .... G is said to be locally catenative (Lc.) if there exist an integer 
k >/2, a k-tuple (i~, i 2 ..... ik) of positive integers, and an integer p >/ij for 
1 ~<j~< k such that w~ = w~_i~w~_i2 ... w~_ik holds for every n/>p.  
The following special kind of D0L scheme was used in characterizing l.c. 
D IL  systems in Kobuchi (1977). 
DEFINITION. A D0L scheme (27n, s) is called a standard (i~, i 2 ..... ik) l.c. 
scheme if k ~ 2, il, i2,'", ik are positive integers such that 
max/ ix ,  i2,...,  ikt = n, and s is defined as follows: 
s:O-~ 1, 1~2 ..... n-2 -~n-  1. 
n-  1 ~ (n -  i l ) (n - - i2 ) ' . .  (n-- ik) .  
We can also use this standard 1.c. scheme to characterize (or to define) the 
1.c. property of D0L schemes in the context of simulation. 
DEFINITION. Let (27 m, h) be a D0L scheme and let (27 n, s) be a standard 
( i ,  i2 , ' " ,  ik) 1.C. scheme. Then h is said to be (il, i 2 ..... ik) Lc., s-l.c, or complete 
s-l.c, if hf=fs ,  h e-Is or h ~-£ s, respectively, for somef  in ~f(2~ n, 27m). 
Note that if h is complete s-l.c., then it is s-l.c., and if h is s-l.c., then it is 
1.c. Observe also that the local catenation of a D0L scheme h has a more 
natural interpretation as follows. 
LEMMA 5.1. Let ('~'m, h) be a DOL scheme. Then h is (il, i2 ..... ik) l.c. iff 
a DOL system (X m, h, Wo) is (il, i2 ..... ik) l.c. for  some wo in 27 + . 
We now address the complete s-l.c, property of D0L schemes as a 
continuation of our study of complete simulations. In particular, we will 
show that the complete s-l.c, property of a given D0L scheme is decidable. 
First of all, we note that in the case of a complete simulation involving a 
standard 1.c. scheme, we have a "monotonic" decomposition with respect o 
the alphabet size. 
LEMMA 5.2. Let (27n, s) be a standard (il, i~ ..... ik) l.c. scheme. Assume 
s~-/,, ch for h in Jgc(A ,A) , f  in ~'~i,~(A, Sn) and a positive integer m. Then 
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there exist hi in Z(riy ri) andJ;, in &ni(Ti+ I) ri),for i = 1,2,..., m, such that 
h,+-$h,e... +$h,, where 
Proof. It is easy to see that if s +{-, h, then jC, / = n < Id /. As in the 
proof method of Theorem 3.1, we show that for m > 2, we have 
s tfl cm-11-c h’ t-2 h for some r, h’ in R(r, r), f, in qnl(r, C,) and f, in 
qnj(d, r> such thatS=f,f, and Ir( < Id /. 
Define a homomorphism yin R(& Z,*), where a== d U (a), by 
364 =f (4 if a is in d, 
= s”-‘(O) if a = a. 
Then, 3 has the following properties: 
(1) 3x6 
(2) 3is not injective, 
(3) 3> P-l, 
(4) faf 
(1): Trivial. 
(2): Consider Sm+n-‘(O)=Sm+n-‘-iI(0)Smtn-‘-i~(O)...Smtn-1-sk(O). 
Becausef> P, there is an x in d* such that Y+“-‘(O) =f(x). On the other 
hand, the right-hand side substrings contain at least one s”-‘(O) (note that 
n = max{i, , i, ,,.., ik}) and the others are in (s”(O), P+‘(O),..., s”‘“-“(O)]. As 
~“‘~(0) = s”(i) (i = 0, l,..., n - 2), there exists y in a*, where y contains c 
such that Sm+n-l-il(()) . . . p++-j k(O) =Ay). Thus we havey(x) =A’) for 
some x f y. 
(3): Just consider the strings: s”-‘(O), s”-‘(l) = s”(O), P-*(2) = 
s”(l),..., P-l (n - 1) = s”@ - 2). B ecause y>f > sm and 3(c) = s”-‘(O), we 
have 3s Y-l. 
(4): For any a in d, $‘(a) = sf (a) =fh(a). If a = 0, $(a) = s”(O) = 
f(z) for some z in d* because f > sm. 
Now we appeal to Lemma 3.3 and the preceding discussion of a decom- 
position by left-cutting to obtain: There exist fi in qnj(T, Z,) and f; in 
R@‘, r) such that 3= fi f 5, f > sS,, and ITI < 121. Because j’>f, let 
f =fl^; =fi f,, where f, = f ‘2 f $. As f > sfl , also let sf, = fr for some r and 
let h’ =fir. Then s Jlh’ tf2 h (note that fi h’f2 =ff2 = sf=f, f2h and f, is 
injective) and fi >3> sm- ', which means the left-hand side simulation is 
(m - I)-complete. Further from 161= )d J + 1 > JTj, we have JdJ > /TJ. 
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Now let us consider the decision problem for complete s-local catenation 
for a given D0L scheme g in ~(S ,  S). It is easy to see that if (2~,, s) is a 
standard hc. scheme, then s is in ~inj- Thus, g is complete s-hc. iff ~inj(g )
contains some standard hc. scheme s. Choose h in ~inj(g) as was done in 
the proof of Lemma 4.2(3). Then the problem reduces to testing if there 
exists a standard 1.c. scheme s such that s ,--I m c h for some integer m. 
Assume h is in ~i,j(A, A). By Lemma 5.2 we only have to search for the 
schemes that completely simulate h and whose alphabet size is not greater 
than [A [. 
In addition to this, we also know the characteristic polynomials of every 
scheme involved in the complete simulation of h by Theorem 4.8. Therefore, 
if we can answer the following question affirmatively, then we can solve the 
problem under consideration: 
(*)Let n be any positive integer, and consider a monic polynomial 
qt(x) of degree n. Are there only a finite number of hi's in 
~(Zn,  S~) each of whose characteristic polynomials equals ~i(x)? 
We soon notice that the above question as stated cannot be answered affir- 
matively. Consider Example 4.1(b): All the ri's are in ~(Z3,  $3) and have 
the same characteristic polynomial (x - 1)2(x - 2). This shows that in order 
to get some "finiteness" result, we have to be able to further restrict the 
search domain of D0L schemes. 
This can be done as follows. We say a D0L scheme h in ,P?~(S, S) is 
irreducible iff the growth matrix M h is irreducible. (A nonnegative matrix M 
is irreducible iff for any permutation matrix P, p - iMp ~ (c o e), where C 
and E are square matrices. See Gantmacher (1964) for further details.) Then 
we have 
LEMMA 5.3. Let (Z n, s) be a standard l.c. scheme. Assume h ~ s. Then 
h is irreducible. 
Proof. Assume h in ~(A ,  A) is not irreducible. This means there exists a 
nonempty proper subset A' of A such that h(A') ~ A' +. If h ~Ym-c S for some 
integer m, then for a in A' and m' )m,  hm'(a) in A '+ can be decomposed by 
f( i) 's for i=0 ,1 ,2  ..... (n - l )  and every f ( i )  appears in these decom- 
positions. Thus f(2~n)c_A'+: a contradiction because f should be in 
~.j(z., ~). I 
Now, if we consider only irreducible hi's in ~(S~,  27~), then (*) does have 
an affirmative answer as follows. 
LEMMA 5.4. (1) Consider a monic polynomial of  degree n, 
(~(x) = x n -- Cl xn-1 - c2x n-2 . . . . .  c n where the ci's are real numbers. Let  
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A = (a~j) be any nonnegative real n × n matr ix whose characteristic 
polynomial  equals O(x). Then there exists a number N such that 
a i l j l a i z j z  . . .  a ik jk  ~ N 
fo r  any l <~ k <~ n, any integers l <~ i1< i z < ... < i k <~ n, and any 
permutat ion (j~ , J2 ..... Jk) o f  (i~, i 2 ..... ik). 
(2) If, in addition, A is an irreducible integer matrix, then aij <~ N for  
any 1 <. i , j<~n.  
Proof. (1) Let q/A(X) -~xn- -a lXn- l+a2X n -2  . . . .  +(- -1 ) "a  n, where 
a k is the sum of the diagonal minors of order k in A. When k = 1, we have 
al = Ha11[I + [[a2211 + ' "  + I[annlt = el which means ailil <~ c I (1 ~< ix ~ n) 
because the a j s  are nonnegative by assumption. Assume the proposition is 
true for 1 ~< k ~< r -- 1, and consider the case k = r. The coefficient a r has (n) 
diagonal minors. Let one of them be A(~I~:::I~) , where 1~<i~< 
i 2< ' "< i r<~n.  A(II~:::I~ ) may be expressed in expanded form as 
( -1 )  ~ ai,s~ai2s2.., airsr which is the sum of all terms ai,i, at22 ... airsr such 
that (j~,j2 ..... J r)  varies over all possible permutations of ( i l ,  i 2 ..... ir) , and a 
denotes the number of transpositions of the permutation t~i2..-;r (Jxi2' Note • Jr )" that 
in qG(x), the term ai l j la i : jz  . . .  airsr has sign ( -1 )  r+~ because a~ has sign 
( -1 )  r. We claim that if the sign ( -1 )  r+~ is positive, then the permutation 
i l l 2 .  • " i r  • • . 
(siJ2...s~) cannot be a single cyclic permutation. For, if (}'1j22~i i)~) is in fact a 
single cyclic permutation, then a = r -  1 and the sign is ( - -1 ) r+r -1  =- -1 :  a 
contradiction. Thus every term a~lja~2j2...agrjr whose sign is positive can be 
decomposed into (at least) two terms as ai,jzai2j2 ... aiA ~ = 
a~ti ... ai~,j;~ai~,+,j/,+, • • • a~j;, where (i'~, 12.t ,..., l m,'' lm+ ..... i'~) is a permutation 
of ( i l , i  2 ..... i~) and (J'l ..... j ' )  and ( J '+ l  .... ,J'~) are permutations of 
(i], i~ ..... i ' )  and (i '+~ ..... i'r), respectively. By the induction hypothesis each 
component erm is bounded hence so is a~,s,a~2j2...a~rj. Because the coef- 
ficient -e~ is given and all the positive terms in it are bounded, every 
negative te rm ( - -a i l j~a iz j2 . . .  a~sr ) must be bounded in the sense that 
ai,s,ai~2 ... ai~j <~ N r for some number N r. 
(2) Assume there exist some 1 ~< i, j ~< n such that aij > N. We can see 
that i~ j  because aii <~N (1 ~< i~< n) by (1). Consider a term ai,i2ai2i3 ... aiki, , 
where 2 ~< k ~< n, i~, i 2 ..... i k are any distinct elements in { 1, 2 ..... n} such that 
i~ = j  and i k= i .  Because ai,~2ai~ ... a~ <.N, and all the entries of the 
matrix are nonnegative integers, we have aji~ai2i3 . . .  a i~_~i~ O. This means 
that for some i 4:j, we have %i-(k-l)= 0 for all 2 ~< k ~ n, which is equivalent 
to saying that A is not irreducible. Note that a!. ~) is the ( j - i ) th  element of JI 
A k. For further details see Gantmacher (1964). II 
Now we are in a position to state the main theorem of this section as 
follows. 
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THEOREM 5.5. Given a DOL scheme (XI h) it is decidable whether or not 
h is complete s-locally catenative. 
6. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
We have defined and investigated complete simulations for D0L schemes. 
It has been shown that complete simulations can be decomposed into a series 
of primitive simulations. Elaborating this decomposition result, we have 
shown that it is decidable whether or not a given D0L scheme complete- 
simulates ome standard locally catenative scheme. 
As to decision problems, we have not yet settled the more general 
question: For two given D0L schemes, is it decidable whether or not one 
completely simulates the other. Also note that the original local catenation 
problem for D0L systems is still open. 
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